Parallel programming is elusive. The relative performance of different parallel implementations varies with machine architecture, system and problem size. How to compare different implementations over a wide range of machine architectures and problem sizes has not been well addressed due to its difficulty. Scalability has been proposed in recent years to reveal scaling properties of parallel algorithms and machines. In this paper, the relation between scalability and execution time is carefully studied. The concepts of crossing point analysis and range comparison are introduced. Crossing point analysis finds slow/fast performance crossing points of parallel algorithms and machines. Range comparison compares performance over a wide range of ensemble and problem size via scalability and crossing point analysis. Three algorithms from scientific computing are implemented on an Intel Paragon and an IBM SP2 parallel computer. Experimental and theoretical results show how the combination of scalability, crossing point analysis, and range comparison provides a practical solution for scalable performance evaluation and prediction. While our testings are conducted on homogeneous parallel computers, the proposed methodology applies to heterogeneous and network computing as well. © 2002 Elsevier Science (USA) 
INTRODUCTION
In sequential computing, algorithms are well characterized in terms of operation count and memory requirement. Assuming sufficient memory is available, the execution time of a sequential algorithm is proportional to the work performed. While problem size 2 and memory requirements remain essential factors in parallel computing, communication overhead and load balance complicate determining parallel execution time. In general, load balance over processors decreases with the ensemble size (the number of processors available) while communication overhead increases with ensemble size; both may reduce performance considerably. More importantly, this ''decrease'' in load balancing and ''increase'' in communication vary with algorithms, machines, and algorithm-machine combinations (AMCs). They are functions of system ensemble size and problem size. An initially fast parallel implementation may slow when system and problem size increase. A superior algorithm may only be superior for a given architecture and only over a limited range of system and problem sizes. Finding the range of superiority is inherently difficult. Superiority/inferiority is determined in terms of execution time, whereas execution time is set at a given parallel platform and at a specified system and problem size. The lack of a performance evaluation mechanism for range comparison is a current barrier of parallel/distributed programming. Scalability is a property that exhibits performance linearly proportional to the number of processors employed. During the past few years, scalability has received intensive attention. Depending on how the performance power is defined and measured, different scalability metrics have been proposed [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . Compared with execution time, an advantage of scalability is its ''dimensionless'': it depends on the initial state only. Scalability has different applications. One important application of the ''dimensionless'' is in performance prediction, where premeasured performance data are collected, stored, and used for predicting the future performance Execution time is the ultimate measure of interest in practice. Performance prediction should be in terms of execution. Since execution time depends on problem size and there are numerous possible combinations of problem size and data distribution, execution time is hardly likely to be collected in a manageable way for performance prediction. A practical solution seems to be a combination of scalability and execution time, stored performance in terms of scalability, and use the prestored scalability to predict the performance in terms of execution time.
Integrating scalability into performance prediction requires an in-depth understanding of the relation between scalability and execution time. Scalability, however, has traditionally been studied separately. Its relation to execution time has not been well understood. In this paper, we carefully study the relation between scalability and time. Based on newly uncovered relations, the concept of range comparison is introduced. Unlike conventional execution time comparison in which performance is compared at a given parallel platform and at a specified system and problem size, range comparison compares performance over a wide range of ensemble and problem size via performance crossing point analysis. The idea of range comparison is straightforward: find the first performance superior/inferior crossing point. Before meeting the first crossing point, over a wide range of system and problem sizes, a fast program will remain fast and a slow program will remain slow. The key question is how to find the crossing point. This question is addressed in this study. Theoretical foundation is built to find the crossing point via isospeed scalability [3] . Since the relation between isospeed scalability and other scalabilities has been studied [7] , results presented in this paper can be extended to other scalabilities as well.
In Section 2, we present the relation between scalability and execution time. In Section 3, we introduce the concepts of crossing point analysis and range comparison. Two algorithms are also given to determine the crossing point and performance range comparison. We present three parallel algorithms in Section 4.
Comparison and scalability analysis of the three algorithms are also performed. Experimental results of the three algorithms are given in Section 5 to confirm our analytical findings. Section 6 summarizes the work.
ISOSPEED SCALABILITY AND ITS RELATION WITH TIME: AN OVERVIEW
A goal of high-performance computing is to solve large problems fast. Considering both execution time and problem size, what we seek from parallel processing is speed, which is defined as work divided by time. Average speed is the achieved speed divided by the number of processors used. Average speed is a quantity that ideally would be unchanged with scaled system size. For a large class of AMCs, the average speed can be maintained by increasing the problem size. The necessary problem size increase varies with algorithm-machine combinations. This variation provides a quantitative measurement for scalability. Let W be the amount of work of an algorithm when p processors are employed in a machine, and let WOE be the amount of work of the algorithm when pOE > p processors are employed to maintain the average speed. Following the isospeed scalability [3] , the scalability from system size p to system size pOE of the algorithm-machine combination is
where the work WOE is determined by the isospeed constraint. A formula has been given in [8] to compute WOE,
where a is the average speed, D is the sustained computing capacity of a single processor (reciprocal of speed), and Intuitively, average speed should increase with problem size for any scalable AMC. This intuition may not be generally true due to hardware limitations. Definition 1 gives a definition of problem size scalability.
Definition 1 (Data Scalable).
We say an algorithm-machine combination is data scalable if this algorithm-machine combination has a nonzero parallel processing overhead (T o (W) > 0), and for any fixed ensemble size p > 1 its average speed increases with its problem size.
Theorem 1 gives a basic relation between scalability and execution time: a better scalability leads to a better (scaled) execution time. Scalability is supposed to be in favor of execution time. Theorem 1 confirms the legitimacy of the isospeed scalability. More importantly, it gives a quantitative measurement of the relation between scalability and execution time. Theorem 1 is very general. Let the constant a equal 1 and AMC 1 and 2 have the same scalability, or let a equal 1 and AMC 1 and 2 have the same execution time, etc.; then we have different corollaries. Using the fact that Corollary 2 holds for both scaled problem size WOE and W*, Corollary 1 gives a relation between the scaled execution time of AMC 1 and AMC 2. Initial performance differences can be presented in terms of execution time, or in terms of problem size needed for obtaining the desired average speed. Theorem 2 shows the relation of scalability and execution time when the initial performance difference is given in terms of problem size. For the sake of brevity, only part of the corollaries are listed here. The proofs of the listed corollaries are also not given. Interested readers are refered to [9] for more information.
In Theorem 1 and throughout this paper, the scaled problem size is the scaled problem size under isospeed scalability. 
RANGE COMPARISON AND CROSSING POINT ANALYSIS
When the system ensemble size scales up, an originally faster code with smaller scalability can become slower than code that has a better scalability. The definition of crossing point is problem size-dependent. It depends on the view of scalable computing: does problem size scale up? and if so, then how? Definition 2 gives a formal definition of scaled crossing point based on isospeed scalability. The correctness of the definition is given by Theorem 3. An alternative definition of scaled crossing point in terms of parallel processing overhead can be found in [9] .
Definition 2 (Scaled Crossing Point). For any a > 1, if algorithm-machine combinations 1 and 2 have execution time aT and T respectively at the same initial state, then we say a scaled ensemble size pOE is a scaled crossing point of combinations 1 and 2 if the ratio of the isospeed scalability of combination 1 and combination 2 is greater than a at pOE. 
In fact, by Eq. (1) 
, T(pOE, WOE) < t(pOE, WOE) and T(pOE, W*) < t(pOE, W*).
Proof of the ''if'' condition.
and, by the ''if'' assumption,
t(pOE, WOE) > T(pOE, WOE).

Combining these two inequalities, we have t(pOE, WOE) > T(pOE, W*).
By Theorem 3, pOE is not a scaled crossing point.
Case 2. If WOE < W*, then, since combination 2 is data scalable, we have
.
Thus, t(pOE, WOE) < T(pOE, WOE).
Inequality (4) 
pOE · T(pOE, W †
) .
Combining the two inequalities, we have
That is t(pOE, W † ) > T(pOE, W †
). Fig. 1 gives the range comparison algorithm in terms of finding the smallest scaled crossing point via scalability comparison. Figure 2 gives an alternative range comparison algorithm in terms of finding the smallest scaled crossing point via execution time comparison. In general, there could have been more than one scaled crossing point over the consideration range for a given pair of AMCs. These algorithms may be used iteratively to find successive scaled crossing points.
Proof of the ''if
TRIDIAGONAL SOLVERS: A CASE STUDY
Solving tridiagonal systems is one of the fundamental problems in scientific computing [10] . Many methods used for the solution of partial differential Eqs. (PDEs) rely on solving a sequence of tridiagonal systems. In addition to PDEs, tridiagonal systems also arise in many other applications [11] . Three parallel tridiagonal solvers, the Parallel Partition LU (PPT), the Parallel Diagonal Dominant (PDD), and the Reduced Parallel Diagonal Dominant (RPDD, Reduced PDD) algorithms, are used to confirm the analytical results. Interested readers may refer to [12] and [11] for details of the algorithms, especially for accuracy analysis and extension of these algorithms to solve periodic systems and general banded linear systems. Only computation and communication count of the algorithms are presented here for scalability analysis.
Operation Comparison
Tridiagonal systems arising in many applications are multiple right-side systems. They are usually ''kernels'' in much larger codes. The computation and communication counts for solving multiple right-side systems are listed in Table 1 , in which the factorization of the matrix is not considered. Parameter n 1 is the number of right-hand-sides (RHS). Note that for multiple RHS systems, the communication cost increases with the number of right-hand-sides. For the PPT algorithm, the communication cost also increases with the ensemble size. In the Reduced PDD algorithm, only j elements of the partition vectors need to be computed for the final modification. Formulas for computing the integer j can be found in [11] , depending on particular circumstances.
FIG. 2. An alternative range comparison algorithm.
Communication cost has great impact on overall performance. For most distributed-memory computers, the time of a processor to communicate with its nearest neighbors is found to vary linearly with problem size. Let S be the number of bytes to be transferred. Then the transfer time to communicate with a neighbor can be expressed as r+Sb, where r is a fixed startup time and b is the incremental transmission time per byte. Assuming 4 bytes are used for each real number, Steps 3 and 4 of the PDD and Reduced PDD algorithm take r+8b and r+4b time respectively on any architecture that supports single-array topology. The communication cost of the total-data-exchange communication is highly architecture-dependent. The listed communication cost of the PPT algorithm is based on a square 2-D torus with p processors (i.e., 2-D mesh, wraparound, square) [13] . If a hypercube topology or a multistage Omega network is assumed the communication cost would be log(p) r+12(p − 1) b and log(p) r+8(p − 1) n 1 · b for single systems and systems with multiple right sides, respectively [12, 14] .
Scalability Analysis
The scalability analysis of the PDD algorithm for solving single systems can be found in [11] . In the following, we give a scalability analysis of the PDD algorithm for solving systems with multiple right sides, where the number of right sides does not increase with the ensemble size and the LU factorization of the matrix is not considered. Scalability analysis of the PPT and the Reduced PDD algorithms is presented under the same assumption. 
Following the notation given in Section 2, we let T(p, W) be the execution time for solving a system with W work (problem size) on p processors. By the definition of isospeed scalability, the ideal situation would be when both the number of processors and the amount of work are scaled up by a factor of N, the execution time remaining unchanged:
T(N × p, N × W)=T(p, W).
To incorporate the effect of numerical inefficiencies in parallel algorithms, in practice, the flop count is based upon some practical optimal sequential algorithm. In our case, Thomas' algorithm [15] was chosen as the sequential algorithm. It takes (5n − 3) · n 1 floating point operations for multiple right sides, where the number 3 can be neglected for large n. As the problem size W increases N times to WOE, we have
nOE=N · n.
The PDD Algorithm. Let y comp represent the unit of a computation operation normalized to the communication time. The time required by the PDD algorithm with p processors is
=T(p, W).
SCALABILITY VERSUS EXECUTION TIME
Thus the PDD algorithm is perfectly scalable. Its scalability equals 1. Note that in the above analysis we assume T(p, W) contains the communication cost. The perfect scalability does not apply for the special case where p=1.
The Reduced PDD Algorithm. The Reduced PDD algorithm has the same computation and communication pattern as the PDD algorithm, but has an operation count smaller than that of the PDD algorithm. Similar arguments can be applied to the Reduced PDD algorithm as well. Therefore, the PDD and the Reduced PDD algorithm have the same scalability. They are perfectly scalable.
The PPT Algorithm. The PPT algorithm is not perfectly scalable. Its scalability analysis requires more discussion. The prediction formula (2) is needed for the scalability analysis,
where WOE, pOE, a, and D are as defined in (2). Parameters a and D do not vary with the number of processors. For a given AMC and a given initial average speed, c= a 1 − a · D is a constant. Therefore, Eq. (8) can also be written as
By Eq. (6), WOE is a linear function of n. The computing time can be represented as
where T s (p, n) is the computing time with ideal parallelism and T o (p, n) represents the degradation of parallelism. For the particular problem discussed here, the run time model is (see Table 1 )
The constant number 11 is eliminated for convenience, since it is independent of parameters n and p.
By Eq. (6),
Therefore,
Using the prediction formula (9), we have
Substituting WOE=5 · nOE · n 1 into the above equation,
which eventually leads to
where cOE=c/(5 − 4c) · n 1 · y comp . Equation (13) is true for any work-processor pair that maintains the fixed average speed. In particular:
Combining Eqs. (13) and (14), we have
If the communication start-up time is the dominant factor of the overhead, then
), which shows that the variation of n is in direct proportion to the 3/2 power of the variation of ensemble size. By Eq. (6), W, the work, is in direct proportion to the order of matrix n, therefore, the scalability of this AMC can be estimated as
Similarly, if the computing is the dominant factor of the overhead, then
if the transmission delay is the dominant factor of the overhead, then
and
In any case, the PPT algorithm is far from ideally scalable. Its scalability decreases with the increase of ensemble size and the rate of the decrease varies with machine parameters.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The PPT, PDD, and Reduced PDD algorithms were implemented on an IBM SP2 and an Intel Paragon. Both SP2 and Paragon machines are distributed-memory parallel computers that adopt message-passing communication paradigm and support virtual memory. Each processor (node) of the SP2 is functionally equivalent to a RISC System/6000 desktop system (thin node) or a RISC System/6000 deskside system (wide node). The Paragon XP/S supercomputer uses the i860 XP microprocessor, which includes an RISC integer core processing unit and three separate on-chip caches for page translation, data, and instructions. The SP2 HighPerformance Switch is a multistage packet-switched Omega network that provides a minimum of four paths between any pair of nodes in the system. The processors of Intel Paragon are connected in a two-dimensional rectangular mesh topology. For SP2, the measured latency is 45 ms and the bandwidth is 35 Mbytes per second. For Paragon, the measured latency is 46 ms and the bandwidth is 80 Mbytes per second. The SP2, available at NASA Langley Research Center, has 48 wide nodes with 128-Mbyte local memory each. The Paragon available at the center has 72 nodes with 32-Mbyte local memory each.
As an illustration of the algorithms and theoretical results given in previous sections, a sample matrix is tested. This sample matrix is a diagonal dominant, symmetric, Toeplitz system
arising in CFD applications [11] . j=17 has been chosen for the Reduced PDD algorithm to reach the single precision accuracy, 10
The nodes of SP2 and Paragon have different processing powers and local memory sizes. For a fixed 1024 right sides, following the asymptotic speed concept [7] , the order of the matrix for the SP2 has been chosen to be 6400 and the order of the matrix for the Paragon has been chosen to be 1600 for uniprocessor processing. Execution time is measured in seconds. Speed is given in MFLOPS (millionth floating-point operation per second). Tables 2 through 6 list the measured results on the SP2 and Paragon machines. Measurements begin with two processors, since uniprocessor processing does not involve communication on SP2 and Paragon and, therefore, the uniprocessor performance is not suitable for the analytical results. From Tables 2 and 4 , we can see that the execution time of the PDD and Reduced PDD remains unchanged, except for some minor measuring perturbations when the order of the matrix doubles with the number of processors. Since problem size increases linearly with the order of the matrix for our applications, the constant timing indicates that the PDD and Reduced PDD algorithms are ideally scalable. This indication is confirmed by Tables 3 and 5 , which show that the average speed of these two algorithms are unchanged on both SP2 and Paragon machine. By the definition of isospeed scalability, the four algorithm-machine combinations, PDD-SP2, PDD-Paragon, RPDD-SP2, and RPDD-Paragon, are perfectly scalable, with scalability equal to 1.
Since the PDD and Reduced PDD algorithms have the same scalability, these two algorithms satisfy the condition of Corollary 3. Their performance can be used to verify this corollary. Observing the timing given in Tables 2 and 4 , we can see that the measured results confirm the theoretical results. For instance, based on Table 2 , the initial timing ratio between the PDD and the Reduced PDD algorithm, a, remains unchanged when the problem size is scaled up with the ensemble size. The Reduced PDD algorithm is superior to the PDD algorithm over the scalable computing range. Similarly, since the scalability of the PPT algorithm is less than the scalability of the PDD and the Reduced PDD algorithms, the performance comparison of these three algorithms can be used to verify Theorems 1 and 3. By Theorem 1, since the PPT algorithm is slow at the initial state on the Paragon machine, it is inferior to the computing range, and the timing difference between the PPT algorithm and the PDD and Reduced PDD algorithms should be enlarged when problem size is scaled up with ensemble size. This claim is supported by the measured data on the Paragon machine. Performance on the SP2 is more interesting. The PPT algorithm is faster than the PDD algorithm at the initial state. The initial time difference ratio is 0.8562/0.781=1.0963. By Eq. (17), the scalability of Fig. 1 , the first scaled crossing point is at ensemble size 4. This predicted scaled crossing point is confirmed by experimental measurement (see Table 2 ). In summary, the following range comparison principles have been confirmed by experimental results.
• (PDD/Reduced PDD, Theorem 1) If two programs have the same scalability, then the initially faster program will remain faster over the considered scalable range.
• (Reduced PDD/PPT, Theorem 1) If the initially faster program has a larger scalability, then the initially faster program will be superior over the considered scalable range.
• (PDD/PPT, Theorem 4) If the initially faster program has a smaller scalability, then fast/slow performance will change when system size increases. The scaled crossing point can be predicted. In the PDD/PPT case, the scaled crossing point is 4. Theorem 2 provides the foundation of range comparison from another angle. Instead of using initial time difference, Theorem 2 uses initial efficiency (in terms of average speed) to predict the scaled performance. Table 6 shows the performance variation of the Reduced PDD algorithm on the Paragon. A small problem size, n=1000, is chosen so that the Reduced PDD can reach the achieved average speed of the PDD algorithm with larger size (see Table 6 ). The initial ensemble size is chosen to be four because when the problem size is small the overall performance is highly dependent on communication delay. With two processors the PDD and Reduced PDD algorithms have one send and one receive communication. With more than two processors these algorithms require two send-and-receive communications. Although theoretically each processor on Paragon can send and receive messages concurrently, in practice the synchronization cost of concurrent sending and receiving may lead to noticeable performance differences when the problem size is small. The PDD algorithm and Reduced PDD algorithm reach the same average speed at ensemble size equal to 4 with problem size W=(5n − 3) f 1024+ 3n − 4=32, 784, 124 flops and W=(5n − 3) f 1024+3n − 4=5, 119, 924 flops respectively. The ratio of problem size difference, computed as 5, 119, 924 over 32, 784, 124, is 0.15617. That is, a=0.15617. The PDD and Reduced PDD algorithm have the same scalability. By Theorem 2, the execution time of the PDD algorithm on its scaled problem size should be greater than that of the Reduced PDD algorithm over the scalable computing range. Measured results given in Tables 6 and 4 confirm the theoretical statement.
The PPT algorithm is programmed using Fortran and the code is identical for both the SP2 and the Paragon except for communication commands. MPL is used on SP2 for message passing. The all-to-all communication is implemented by calling communication library calls, gcol is used on the Paragon, and mp_concat is used on the SP2. From Tables 2, 4 , and 3, 5, we can see that the PPT algorithm has a smaller time increase and less average speed reduction on the SP2 than on the Paragon. This means the PPT algorithm has a better scalability on the SP2 than on the Paragon. The better scalability may be due to various reasons, including larger memory and more efficient all-to-all communication subroutines available on the SP2. Interested readers may refer to [14] for more information on all-to-all communications. The emphasis here is that when an algorithm is not ideally scalable, its scalability does vary with machine parameters.
Range comparison is not only useful in algorithm or software development. It is also applicable in evaluating hardware variations. The best sequential tridiagonal solver, the Thomas algorithm, can be parallelized for systems with multiple right sides. The parallelized Thomas algorithm has less computing but more communication requirement than that of the PDD algorithm. Figures 3 and 4 demonstrate the performance range comparison of the PDD and parallelized Thomas algorithm, when the computing and communication capacity vary, respectively [8] . These figures are created based on scalability analysis formula with measured machine parameters. The number of processors used in both figures is fixed as 64. We can see that computing speed increases do not change the superiority. The PDD algorithm, its performance represented by the lower surface, remains superior in Fig. 3 . However, communication capacity will change the superiority. As depicted in Fig. 4 , when communication speed increases, the PDD algorithm, whose performance is given by the unshaded surface, changes from superior to inferior.
Scalability formulas are derived in Section 4 to verify the experimental results. In general, scalability also can be directly measured or computed from execution time [3] . We used the term algorithm-machine combinations through our analytical study. An algorithm could be implemented differently due to data distribution and other low-level implementation details. Different implementations could lead to different performance. The crossing point methodology applies to implementations as well. When scalabilities are derived from algorithm analysis, the crossing point is for the algorithm. When scalabilities are measured or computed from the implementations, the crossing point is for the implementations. The range comparison concept has been tested in restructuring compilation for data-parallel programming, where optimal data distribution needs to be determined for best performance [16] . Initial results are very encouraging. 
CONCLUSION
Different algorithms could solve a given application, and a given algorithm could have different implementations. The performance gain of parallel algorithms and implementations varies with problem size and system size. A slow algorithm with good scalability may become superior when system and problem size scale up. The system sizes for which the performance ranking of different algorithms/programs changes are called (performance) crossing points. Identifying crossing points is crucial for performance optimization and compiler-assisted parallelization. In this study, the relation between scalability and execution time is first carefully studied. Next, based on scalability analysis, the concepts of crossing point analysis and range comparison are proposed. Then a novel methodology for locating the crossing point via scalability and for evaluating the performance of different parallel algorithms and architectures over a range of system and problem sizes via crossing points is developed. Two algorithms for conducting range comparison are presented. Finally, experimental results are provided to confirm the analytical findings. Scalability makes range comparison. With initial execution time and scalability, the execution time of different algorithms can be compared and predicted over a range of problem size and system size. Unlike execution time, scalability is ''dimensionless.'' It does not depend on problem size. The ''dimensionless'' and the range comparison methodology provided in this study makes a manageable database for performance prediction possible. Range comparison, in which execution time is compared over a range of system and problem sizes, opens new ways for performance evaluation. Its impact on scalable software development needs to be further explored.
